
  

CEE 3804: Computer Applications in Civil Engineering Spring 2023 

Assignment 3: Excel Pivot Tables and Database Functions 
Date Due: February 6, 2023. Instructor: Trani 

Show all your work including screen captures of Excel pivot tables, VBA code, etc. Create a single PDF file for the 
complete homework and submit a single file. 

Problem 1 
Use the train station file provided to answer the following questions. 
a) Use a Pivot Table to summarize the number of train stations by state. 
b) Find the state with the highest number of train stations. 
c) Find the state with the highest number of bus stations. Show the Pivot Table to do that. 

Problem 2 
Use the car data file provided in class (week 1) to answer the following questions. This problem requires that you use Excel Pivot 
Tables. 
a) Summarize the average weight of cars by country and by style (answer should be a matrix). 
b) Find the average weight of sporty cars manufactured in the U.S.  
c) Find the average weight of compact cars manufactured in the Japan. 
d) Use a pivot table to summarize the number of cars by country and by style. 
e) Find the maximum weight of Large cars not produced in Japan or the U.S. 

Problem 3 
Use the car data file provided in class (week 1) to answer the following questions. This problem requires that you use Excel 
database functions explained in class. Using IF statements to classify the data is not allowed. 
Show all your work and provide screen captures of your work and include the actual database commands used to make each 
query. 
a) Calculate the average weight for cars produced in the U.S. with weight > 3,120 lb. 
b) Calculate the average tank size for American-made cars whose tank size > 16.8 gallons. 
c) Count the number of cars produced in Japan with horsepower > 98 HP and weight > 2400 lbs. 
d) Count the number of cars produced in the U.S. with turning circle > 39 feet and weight < 2600 lbs. 
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Problem 4 
Use the file consulting_firm_practice_forWeb.xls that contains information about the construction assets of a company. A 
sample portion of the spreadsheet is shown below. 

a) Create a pivot table to summarize the value of the construction equipment in-service owned by the company. The pivot 
table should report the average value of the equipment in-service by location (a table). 

b) Create a pivot chart to summarize the number and types of construction equipment by city for the company. The pivot 
chart should report (graphically) the average value of each type of equipment. 

c) Create a pivot table to summarize the number of each construction equipment in-maintenance owned by the company. 
The pivot table should report the numbers of each type of equipment in-maintenance by location (a table). 

Problem 5 
Use the car data file provided in class (week 1) to answer the following. 

 
a) Perform a simple linear regression using Excel to estimate the best model that relates vehicle engine horsepower (in 

the x-axis) and the gas tank size (gallons) in the y-axis. Use the trend analysis function in Excel to estimate the 
equation of the line that fits the data best. 
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The steps to make a trend line from a chart are: 
i) Select the chart. 

ii) Click the + button on the right side of the chart or select the Add Chart Element in the 
Chart Design Tab. 

iii) Select the Trendline and make your selection of Options. 

c) Create a function in Excel (using VBA) to calculate the gas tank size (dependent variable) given the car horsepower (in 
units of horsepower). 

d) Test the function created in part (c) to estimate the horsepower expected for gas tank sizes 15, 16, 16.5, 18.5 and 19.5 
gallons. 
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